
Accession No. Title Description Image

1990.26.2 A-B Boot Stretchers Shoe form, identical pair, wooden foot shape with metal 

screw holding front and back together with gap at base.
1993.24.2 Boot Stretcher Shoe or boot stretcher for leatherworking.
1996.31.4 A-C Snap Button 

Fastener

Leather punch for shoemaking, with box, various parts, and 

snap buttons.

1996.31.5 Lace Tipping Tool Tool for affixing aglets to laces.

1996.31.6 Hand Punch Metal hand punch, single size, manufactured by Sargent & 

Co.
1996.31.7 A-S Button Fastening 

Machine

Button fastener product box with button pieces inside.

1996.31.13 Box, "Rapid Rivets" Box, product "Rapid Rivets", containing numerous small 

pieces for assembling rivets, commonly used in 

shoemaking.
1996.31.14 Edging Iron Edging iron for leatherworking.
1996.31.15 Leather Punch Leather punch, small, affixed to wooden block.
LH7 Awl Awl, leatherworking, wood handle with metal pin sticking 

out of end.
LH9 Awl Awl for leatherworking, wooden handle, painted silver, 

with metal pin sticking out of end.
LH14 Shoe Last, Child's Shoe last, child size 3, solid cast iron.

LH17 Shank Etcher Tool for shoemaking, shank etcher, metal head with 

notched edge and wooden handle.

LH18 Edge Iron Tool for shoemaking, wood handle, small metal head, oval 

shaped, notched/jagged.
LH21 Shoe Anvil Anvil for shoe repair, with three ends of different sizes.
LH29 Gauge Gauge, leather working; curved wooden handle with metal 

core, loop at top; through top metal piece is a metal ruler 

strip, with adjustment screw at one end.
LH39 Knife Knife, multipurpose leatherworking knife; wood handle; 

short blade, pointed and curved.
LH40 Shoe Last, Child's Cast iron shoe last, child's size one.

LH41 Shoe Last, Child's Cast iron shoe last, child's size.

LH42 Shoe Last, Child's Cast iron shoe last, child's size one.

LH43 Shoe Last, Child's Cast iron shoe last, probably a child's size one.

LH44 Shoe Last, Child's Shoe last, child's, cast iron, "D" size, probably part of a set.



LH45 Shoe Last, Child's Shoe last, cast iron, child's size 0.

LH46 Shoe Last, Child's Cast iron shoe last, child's size 2.

LH47 Shoe Last, Child's Cast iron shoe last, child's size.

LH48 Shoe Last, Child's Shoe last, cast iron, child's size "C", likely part of a set.

LH49 Shoe Last, Child's Cast iron shoe last, child's size 2.

LH50 Shoe Last Shoe last, cast iron, size 3.
LH51 Shoe Last, Child's Cast iron shoe last, child's size B.

LH52 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, size 3.
LH53 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, size C.
LH54 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, adult size 1.
LH55 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, size A.
LH56 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, men's size 3.

LH57 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, around a size 3.
LH58 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, size 3.
LH59 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, size 6.
LH60 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, size 6.
LH61 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last.
LH62 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last.
LH63 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, size 8.
LH64 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, size "D", likely part of a set.
LH65 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, size 3.
LH66 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, size 4.
LH68 Cobbler's Hammer Hammer, cobbler's; short wooden handle; head is drop 

shaped, with one chiseled end and other end is round and 

flat.
LH72 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, size two.
LH73 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, size "B".
LH74 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, unknown size.
LH75 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, "BB".
LH76 Shoe Last, Child's Cast iron shoe last, child's size.

LH77 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, full shoe form, size 8.
LH78 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, size D (?)
LH79 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, size 4.
LH80 Shoe Last Cast iron shoe last, unknown size.
LH82 Pinking Iron Punch Pinking iron punch, metal; one end is wide with a jagged 

edge, the other is smaller and rounded, hammered.
LH83 Pinking Iron Punch Pinking iron punch, metal; one end is jagged, scoop shape, 

the other end is smaller, rounded/hammered.
LH85 Tower Cutting 

Nipper

Tool for cutting leather, called a "tower cutting nipper" 

according to the Dictionary of Leather Working Tools.
LH86 Edge Iron Edge iron for shoe making/repair, with wooden handle.
LH87 Edge Iron Edge iron for shoe making/repair, with wooden handle.
LH88 Awl Awl, black wooden handle with paint splatter, with short 

pointed awl.



LH90 Revolving Punch Revolving punch or pliers, hinged mechanism and revolving 

wheel with varied sizes of hollow punches which can be 

lined up with the "anvil" on the opposite arm.

LH91 Shoe Brush Brush, shoe polish, wooden handle which has a convex 

curve; the bristles are black.
LH95 Last Stand Cast iron stand for shoemaking/repair, supports a shoe 

last.
LH96 Last Stand Cast iron stand for shoemaking/repair, supports a shoe 

last.
LH97 Last Stand Cast iron stand for shoemaking/repair, supports a shoe 

last.
LH98 Last Stand Cast iron stand for shoemaking/repair, supports a shoe 

last.
LH99 Last Stand Cast iron stand for shoemaking/repair, supports a shoe 

last.
LH100 Last Stand Cast iron stand for shoemaking/repair, supports a shoe 

last.
LH101 Last Stand Cast iron stand for shoemaking/repair, supports a shoe 

last.
LH103 Last Stand Cast iron stand for shoemaking/repair, supports a shoe 

last.
LH105 A-B Shoe Lasts Pair of cast iron shoe lasts, size 7.
LH106 A-B Shoe Lasts Pair of cast iron shoe lasts, size 5.
LH107 A-B Shoe Lasts Pair of cast iron shoe lasts, size 3.
LH108 A-B Shoe Lasts Pair of cast iron shoe lasts, size 1.
LH110 Shoe Last, Child's Solid cast iron shoe last, child's size 9.

LH111 Shoe Anvil Anvil for repairing shoes, with two ends.
LH112 Shoe Anvil Anvil for shoe repair, with two ends.
LH114 Shoe Anvil Anvil for shoe repair, with three ends of different sizes.
LH115 Shoe Anvil Anvil for shoe repair, with three ends of different sizes.

Accession No. Title Description Image

1972.140.1 A-I Safety Pins Nine cards with safety pins attached.
1989.35.1 A- Fasteners Fasteners; black; held inside brown box with mailing label 

on lid.
1990.50.9 A-FH Display Cabinet, 

Dyes and Tint

Display case for dyes, "Putnam" brand. With multiple 

envelopes, various colours, of dyes and tints.

1991.37.3 Hat Stretcher Wooden hat stretcher, oval shape, open in the centre 

except for the middle screw, also wood; indented numbers 

"6 5/8".



1992.32.1 Pin Holder Pin holder, wooden with coiled paper, "Pyramid Pins" 

brand, contains pins.
1992.49.1 A-B Needle Case Wooden cylinder, with etched lines, for holding needles.
1992.49.2 A-B Needle Case Wooden cylinder, hollowed, which stores needles, some 

parts painted black.
1992.49.3 Thimble
1992.49.4 Thimble
1992.49.5 Bodkin Bodkin made from ivory.
1992.49.6 Spacer Unknown needleworking tool, ivory, curved with small 

holes at each end.
1992.49.7 A-B Knitting Pins Knitting needles within metal sheath. Narrow envelope 

printed with orange and black, labelled "The Boye Needle 

Co."
1993.36.2 A-O Thread Box containing twelve spools of white thread. From the 

"Clark Thread" company, thread is for hand and machine 

sewing.
1993.37.4 Pin Holder Flat oval cushion with pins stuck into soft sides, printed on 

top with illustration of woman and child, and text printed 

on back, "The Prudential Insurance Company of America".

1994.4.2 A-B Product Box, 

Thread

Cardboard product box for thread, "J & P Coats' Machine 

Six Cord Cotton".
1995.2.1 A-E Sewing Booklets Five sewing machine guides, Singer Sewing Machine brand, 

with protective cardboard case.
1996.39.1 Crimping Machine For paper or lace?

1997.4.6 A-M Box, Diamond 

Dyes

Box containing sachets of dye in envelopes, "Diamond 

Dyes" brand.
1997.7.2 A-B Box, Tailors' 

Crayons

Box, "Gilt Edge Tailors' Crayons", contains sawdust.

1997.8.1 Buttons Five buttons on card, plastic tortoiseshell. "Canadian 

Buttons Limited" brand with slogan printed along bottom 

of card, "A button is a whisper of good taste".
1997.8.2 Buttons Ten buttons on card, plastic in different colours.
AR108 A-B Wood Fragments Two small pieces of wood, turned, each may be a handle 

for single felting needle.
AR109 Coad Remnant Ball of wax-resin composite known as coad or shoemaker's 

wax. Used to smooth/strengthen thread used in stitching 

leather.
CZ53 Buttons Four pearl-like plastic buttons on card, labelled "Quality 

buttons".
CZ54 Buttons Eighteen clear round buttons on card, labelled "Superior 

Quality".
CZ55 Buttons Six brown plastic buttons on card, labelled "Best Quality".

CZ58 Buttons Eleven white, pearl-like buttons on card.
CZ59 Buttons Twelve buttons, white and pearl-like, on card.
FU29 Fragments Twisted paper pieces, all bundled together. Waxed string? 

Possibly sinew.



FU30 A-B Tool, Unknown 

Function

Unknown textileworking tool, wooden possibly for spinning 

or winding wool. Consists of a base, edges painted red, 

with a column in the centre that has a hole in the top; the 

top component has a metal peg that fits into the hole, is 

octagonal, painted red, and has square holes at the short 

ends/corners.
FU31 Unknown Wood 

Item

Unknown wooden item, possibly a clothes peg, appears to 

be handmade.
FU33 Tool, Unknown 

Function

Unknown tool, possibly for textile preparation (wool 

comb). Wooden handle, with bent metal arm that has a 

wood block attached to it. Metal spikes along bottom edge 

pointed towards the handle. Stapled around the other end 

is a ridged strip of black plastic.
HA318 A-I Picture Hooks Box containing six picture hooks, paper label on top 

written in multiple languages.
MR191 Product Box, 

"Economy Dress 

Form"

Square box with black text and graphics printed on surface, 

including graphic of woman with dress form and text that 

reads "Economy Dress Form".
MR88 Box, Sewing 

Machine Thread

Box for thread, matchbox-style, "Willimantic" brand.

TX100 Yarn Large spool of white yarn, thin.
TX101 A-E Spools of Thread Five spools of thread on cardboard cones; white (a), silver 

blue (b), blue (c), green (d), dark blue (e).
TX104 A-I Knitting Needles Nine knitting needles, various gauges, some wood and 

some metal.
TX105 Unknown 

Textileworking 

Tools

Bundle of wood rods, various sizes.

TX106 Sewing Machine 

Attachments

Metal case containing sewing machine attachments. The 

case is black, with gold lettering painted on the lid which 

reads: "Attachments". There is also a cardboard box.
TX107 Case for 

Textilemaking 

Tools

Fabric case, probably for holding crochet hooks or other 

textilemaking tools. White, fold/roll up, central section has 

multiple sewn slots for holding tools, including two pockets 

with button loop closures.
TX108 Various Notions 

and Crochet 

Fragments

Box containing nine bags, a piece of paper with a needle 

and thread stuck through it, and a case with needles. The 

bags contain various notions and other materials, including 

crochet fragments, trim, embroidery floss, and ribbons.

TX109 Fasteners Matchbox containing hook and eye fasteners, metal.
TX11 Spool of Thread Cone of thread, blue.
TX110 Sewing Machine 

Attachments

Metal case, black, with "Standard" printed on lid. Contains 

many metal components for a sewing machine.
TX111 Sewing Machine 

Attachments and 

Miscellaneous

Jewelry box containing numerous sewing machine 

attachments, buttons, and other miscellaneous items.

TX114 Beads and Needles Box containing a collection of beads, turquoise and pearl, 

as well as a number of sewing awls, crochet hook, wooden 

sticks, and fragments of jewelry.
TX116 Fasteners in Box Round cardboard container, with metal hook and eye 

fasteners inside. Some of the fasteners are attached to 

card.



TX119 Ruler, Handmade Handmade wooden ruler or hem marker, large block with 

wood stick attached. The stick has been marked in pencil at 

regular intervals and numbers from 3-22.
TX12 Hoisery Thread Thread; black wool wrapped on original paper display card 

marked:"Hosiery" with picture of ram. Also can be called a 

Yarn Card.
TX120 A-E Shuttles Five shuttles, wooden, for loom weaving.
TX121 Yarn Butler Yarn butler or spool holder, wooden, round base with 

dowel.
TX122 A-B Pincushion and 

Strawberry

Crocheted pincushion and strawberry. The strawberry's 

function is to polish/clean needles with the emery powder 

contained inside it.

TX124 A-C Crochet Hooks Trio of ivory crochet hooks, different gauges.
TX125 A-D Metal Hooks Four metal hooks, unknown function.
TX126 A-O Various Metal 

Hooks, Needles

Assemblage of crochet hooks, sewing needles, and other 

metal implements associated with textileworking.
TX128 Netting Shuttle Black plastic netting shuttle.
TX129 A-B Thread and Needle Cardboard tube with white thread wound around it. 

Sewing needle stuck through the thread.
TX13 A-F Dress Form Dress form; made from interlocking cardboard pieces with 

folding pins attaching them; black text printed on front 

below shoulder reads: "Adjust-O-Matic". With box and 

instruction manual.
TX130 Tatting Shuttle Tatting shuttle, aqua coloured plastic.
TX131 Tailor's Chalk Small square, likely tailor's chalk.
TX134 Buttons and 

Fasteners

Bag containing a number of black buttons, some on card, 

and black fasteners.
TX135 A-C Fasteners Three cards with hook and eye fasteners.
TX136 A-K Needles Various packages of sewing needles, different sizes, some 

for sewing machine and others for hand sewing.
TX138 A-D Snap Buttons Four cards with snap buttons on them, different brands, 

some silver and some black.
TX139 Trim Pale green trim on card, Herringbone Twill.
TX14 Spool Wooden spool of light blue thread, with cardboard tube 

stuck through the middle.
TX140 Needle Folio Folded folio, burgundy paper, with slots for needles and 

string wrapped around; gold filigree text and design on 

cover has image of arm with a sword, and script: "The St. 

Ann's Needle Folio". Also includes numerous metal and 

wooden needles and a plastic needle gauge, which is off-

white with blue text/markings printed on it.
TX141 A-C Buttons Three different styles of button on card. One set of six 

buttons is oval shaped, blue and brown with small floral 

design. One set of six buttons are round and black/brown. 

One set of twelve buttons are round and orange.

TX143 Ribbon Coil of tricolour ribbon.
TX145 Seam Guide Guide for sewing machine, metal.
TX146 Needle Needle, with wide curved blade, and large eye opening at 

other end.



TX148 A-G Wool Samples Green paper envelopes containing different types of wool.

TX15 Sewing Spool Spool; wooden; wound with dark green thread; marked: 

"Richardson Silk Co."
TX150 A-E Boxes of Dye Various brands of clothing dyes; Sunset dyes All-Fabrics; 

Elkay's Dye soap; Ampolina dye in tube; Dyes are stored in 

ziplock bags.
TX154 Needle Book Soft needle book, brown, cover painted with a totem pole 

and "Needle Book Victoria BC".
TX155 Embroidery Floss Embroidery floss, pinkish red, with blue paper label 

wrapped around it.
TX156 Embroidery Floss Embroidery floss, yellow, with blue paper label wrapped 

around it.
TX157 Embroidery Floss Embroidery floss, red, with paper label "Princess" brand.

TX158 Rug Hook Rug hooking tool with wooden handle, painted red.
TX16 Empty Spool Spool; wooden; paper labels on ends marked: "Atlas 

Superior Three Cord".
TX161 A-G Needlework 

Basket with 

Knitting Needles

Standing needlework basket, soft-sided with floral pattern, 

with spool holders. Also a ball of yarn, two sets of knitting 

needles, and a plastic rod (also a knitting needle?).

TX162 Trim and Bias Tape Various types of trim and bias tape wound around a 

wooden board.
TX163 A-CN Spools of Thread Many spools, wooden, with various colours and types of 

thread on them.
TX164 Hat Trim Pieces Box containing various styles of trim for hats, most made 

from straw, different colours and weaving styles.
TX18 Rug Hook Rug hooking tool, wooden handle.
TX21 Spool Wooden spool wound with blue thread.
TX22 Spool Wooden spool wound with blue and green thread.
TX23 Spool Wooden spool.
TX24 Mending Wool Mending wool on card, "Diamond E" brand.
TX25 Mending Wool White thread on card, "Fireside All Wool Mending".
TX26 Yarn White yarn wrapped around card, which is printed with 

blue text: "Georgette 100% Angora".
TX27 Mending Wool Black wool on card, "Fireside All Wool Mending".
TX28 Mending Wool Brown wool wrapped around card, "Wool Worth Mending 

Wool".
TX32 Embroidery Floss Purple embroidery floss/thread in original blue paper 

sleeve, labelled "Ideal Nun's".
TX33 Embroidery Floss Purple embroidery floss/thread in original blue paper 

sleeve, labelled "Ideal Nun's".
TX52 Boxes of Rit Dye Several boxes of Rit brand dyes, various colours, contained 

in red cardboard boxes.
TX53 Boxes of Tintex 

Dye

Boxes of "TINTEX" dyes, various colors and sizes of boxes 

that contain dyestuff, instructions. Stored in a zip lock bag.

TX7 Hem Marker Hem marker or ruler, metal strip covered with canvas tape 

and marked along at intervals with black numbers and 

lines.
TX75 Bobbin Bobbin, wood, meant for fitting onto a larger piece of 

equipment, possibly a spinning wheel.



TX76 Yarn Holder Holder for spool or ball of yarn, may be attached to base so 

that it spins. Round base, with dowel on top. This holder 

appears to be a single piece of wood that has been carved 

into the shape, possibly with a lathe.
TX77 Yarn Holder Holder for spool or ball of yarn, may be attached to base so 

that it spins. Round base, with dowel on top, with second 

wood disc around dowel midway up. This holder appears 

to be a single piece of wood that has been carved into the 

shape, possibly with a lathe.
TX78 Yarn Holder Holder for spool or ball of yarn, may be attached to base so 

that it spins. Round base, with dowel on top. This holder 

appears to be a single piece of wood that has been carved 

into the shape, possibly with a lathe.
TX80 Bobbin Winder Bobbin winder, cast iron wheel with rod for bobbin and 

table edge clamp on one side, crank on other wide with 

wood handle.
TX83 Swift Swift, no base, metal arms hinged together that expand 

and contract like an accordion.
TX84 Bobbin Oversized wooden bobbin.
TX86 Textile Trim Coiled trim for textiles, possibly furniture, green and teal.

TX87 Yarn Holder Wooden yarn stand with purple yarn wrapped around the 

shaft.
TX89 Crochet Hook Hook, crochet, red drop handle; short metal hook.
TX90 Skein of Yarn Skein of undyed yarn, thin strands, twisted/looped around 

itself.
TX91 A-J Pirns Group of ten pirns, various coloured threads, some are 

tweed.
TX92 A-B Bobbins Two bobbins for weaving, plastic, one (a) with grey yarn 

and the other (b) with finer yellow thread.
TX93 A-C Bobbins Three plastic bobbins used for weaving, two green (one of 

them has black thread on it), and one blue.
TX94 Metal Thread Thread, possibly copper, wrapped around a cardboard 

tube.
TX95 Pirn Wooden pirn with off-white thread, larger end of pirn is 

threaded for screwing onto another device.
TX96 Spool of Thread Cardboard tube with white thread wrapped around it, for 

sewing.
TX97 A-B Spools of Yarn Two spools, cardboard tube with thread wrapped around it 

and paper cover around the outside; one (a) has blue 

thread and the other (b) is white; paper sleeve has text 

printed on it which reads: "Tex-Made Home Craft Cotton 

Yarn".
TX98 Sewing Machine 

Parts, "Juki"

White and pink vinyl container with various sewing 

machine attachments and parts, gold overlay on lid in 

block text, reads "Juki".
TX99 Sewing Machine 

Pedal

Metal pedal from a Singer sewing machine.

WM13 Measuring Tape Measuring tape for sewing/tailoring, cotton twill with black 

markings on both sides.
WM4 Tape Measure Cloth tape measure, with metal clasp on end.
WM6 Tape Measure Small cloth tape measure inside round metal case, 

retractable.



Accession No. Title Description Image

1965.197.1 Bike light Carbide lamp no bulb
1966.406.1 Rope Brown rope
1972.581.1 Harness Thick leather straps, mostly three layers, one end wrapped 

around a metal hook, two padded pieces that join through 

a buckle

1993.3.1 Crop duster
FU24 Small metal disk
FU25 Small Metal disk
FU27 Bike light Glass dome inside rusted metal rectangle
HA293 Mailbox Silver
ME17 Wrench Monkey/open
ME74 Allen keys Small key ring

MH5 Oil implement Circle with thin conical spout
OF268 Pick blade
TF0008 Gas can Spouted container with handle
TF100 Half Hames Slightly curved dark wood with metal on one side and a 

loop and thick leather strap
TF102 Hames Slightly curved wood with metal, a hook and two loops on 

one side
TF103 Hames Slightly curved wood with metal, a bolt and two loops on 

one side
TF104 Singletree Wood cylinder with hollow metal rectangles at either end

TF105 Singletree Wood cyliner with metal hooks at the ends
TF106 Singletree Wood cylinder with metal wrapped arounf the long sides 

and hooks at either end. Loop in the middle
TF107 Singletree Wood cylinder with nipple enda and hollow metal 

recatngle at either end. Thick fabric rectangle hanging to 

middle.
TF108 Singletree Long wood cylinder with metal cased ends that have a loop 

hanging. Third loop hanging from middle.
TF110 Singletree Wood log with metal loops on either end and a large bolt 

hanging from the middle 
TF111 Singletree Wood log with metal casing and loops on either end and a 

large loop hanging from the middle 
TF112 Singletree Black wood with nipple ends and a metal loop hanging 

from either end. Leather loop hanging from middle
TF120 Gear Small, black
TF121 Valve cap
TF136 Glass light cover
TF137 Glass light cover
TF146 Yoke Thick brown leather circle with long straps attached to 

opposite sides



TF54a-d Horse Riding 

Harness

Bridle, halter, reins, bridle with throat latch bit and reins

TF55 Bridle with 

blinders and bit
TF57 Crupper and 

breeches

Thin straps of dark leather with metal loops and buckles 

strung through a thicker piece of leather that splits into a 

hard curved handle (crupper loops under tail)
TF58 Reins 4 thin dark leather straps attached to padded leather
TF62 Bridle with 

blinders

dark leather straps with buckles under flaps on either side

TF65 Harness fragment two leather straps connected with buckles to make a loop. 

Harness fragments
TF66 Stirrup Curved metal joined at the bottom by a flat metal 

rectangle; chain looped through top of curve
TF67 Scotch housings Leather tube nailed to thick leather that projects up and 

out in the shape of wings
TF70 Harness fragment Thick curved leather layered and bolted together. One end 

looped around a metal ring and hook.
TF71 Harness fragment Thick curved leather layered and bolted together. Buckle 

on both sides.
TF72 Harness fragment Thick leather strap wrapped around a chain at one end and 

a metal loop at the other. Two shorter straps, one 

perforated, also looped around ring
TF73 Belt Short leather strap with top stitching and a buckle on each 

end. One buckle attached to a perforated strap that is 

looped around a metal rectangle
TF74 Harness fragment Thick leather strap with buckles on either side of blue 

padding. Thin leather strap nailed at both ends to the 

outside of padding
TF76a-d Harness Full harness with top stitched dark leather straps, long 

metal bolt hames and a small curved pad with brass loops

TF77 Harness fragment Three thick layers of dark leather topstitched together with 

a chain hanging from one end and a separate strap with 

buckle hanging from the middle
TF153 Horse Collar Egg shaped dark leather loop with buckle connecting 

narrow end

TF78 Harness fragment Leather flap with metal hook in circle looped through 

leather piece wrapped around a metal loop at the other 

end. Thin strap that splits into two, one side with buckle 

the other with holes
TF79 Harness fragment Thin, curved padded grey leather that’s wider in the centre 

and ends in a small silver loop on either end
TF80 Harness fragment Light brown topstitched small leather rectangle with a 

pointed dome shape on both ends
TF154 Horse Collar Egg shaped dark leather loop with buckle connecting 

narrow end
TF83 Riding crop Thin wood stick with black diamond shiny print. Silver 

casing on one and end brass on the other



TF88 Halter Thin leather top stitched straps attached by brass loops 

and rectangles
TF89 Singletree Wood cylinder with a metal loop hanging from both ends
TF92 wrench wrench with large hexagon on one end and curved into a 

square at the other
TF93 wrench wrench with two half sqaure mouths and a half hexagon on 

one end and curved into a square hole at the other
TF95 Yoke Wood with one chain on one side ending in hook

Accession No. Title Description Image

PN5 A-V Artist's Box Metal case containing palette, tubes of paint, and paint 

brush. Inside of lid is brand plate, blue with silver text: "JC 

Fraser Limited Drawing and Art Supplies Winnipeg - 

Vancouver".

PN6 A-AD Artist's Box Metal case containing palette, tubes of paint, brushes, 

scraper, and Woodward's bottle. Seal on inside of lid, with 

text in centre "Ruben's".
PN8 Sketch Pad Sketch pad, small, rectangular, with some pages sketched 

on, mostly blank.
PN10 Silver Pigment Round wooden container which has powdery silvery 

material inside.
PN11 Artist's Box Silver metal case containing palette, art book, paint tubes, 

brushes, and other tools.

TF123 Paint Grinder Parts Flared hollow cylinders. Rim with three squares projecting 

out and jagged inside

TF125 A-C Tripod, Paint 

Grinder

Three metal legs connected by flat metal near the base and 

the top. Hollow, connical grinder sits on top and T-shaped 

bar sits vertically through the centre of all pieces. Paint 

splattered. Missing at least 3 components.


